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In This Issue
The challenge of fungal diseases in garlic
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The editor discusses how organic growers can use the tools at their disposal to manage
soil borne fungal diseases to minimize crop loss.

Notes from our garlic patch
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Garlic planting of the Small Plot Garlic Variety trials went smoothly in Fall 2016; the
editor claims good planning & preparation but it was likely Mother Nature’s tolerance.

HOW TO CONTACT US

Steve Anderson of Westport, Ontario imports garlic planters from Poland. The editor
participated in the pre-delivery testing of one, a low cost towed manual planter.
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A Clove Here and There & Spotted on the Internet
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Garry Leskiw has moved further north and now grows his garlic in his Second Look
Garden near Camperville MB; three research topics on cancer fighting and antibiotic
properties of garlic spotted from the hundreds that can be found on the Internet.

We Get Calls and Letters
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Planting time annually evokes questions about how best to plant garlic. This year, the
Concern over fungal disease brought more concerns from growers.

Ail Quebec News

6-7

Jean Lafontaine covers the highlights of this busy Garlic Association: Dealing with
fungal diseases, using the Ail Quebec logo for promotion, plans for 2017 and the value
of garlic festivals for promotion. Bouquets to departing president, Denis Dalpé.

Testing a Polish made garlic planter
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Al’s Ramblings: Compost from mussels, manure & mushrooms
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Al talks about the rock free and acidic soil found in PEI and how he feeds it with
compost and green manures to grow his fine garlic.

Garlic Connections: HCGGA page
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Deb Barnhart shares some thoughts on soil health and a recipe for Pizettes.

The Garlic Directory
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Garlic ads, listings and useful garlic contacts. Growers are finding the advantage of
letting buyers know about their garlic. “Don’t hide your garlic under a bushel!

Garlic tasting of roasted local garlic
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Local grower Terry Graydon teamed with nutritionist and owner of the NOAL Pantry
in Smiths Falls to host a unique garlic tasting using roasted organic garlic.

Taste Testing: Growing Garlic for Flavour
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One of our newest members, Peter Barthel, an organic grower in Germany shares his
experience in growing garlic and taste testing it for best flavour.

The 9-point Sensorial Evaluation Chart
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Peter Barthel has adapted the chart used for taste comparison of vegetables for his
garlic tasting experiments.

The Garlic Directory: Garlic Products at Wholesale from Eureka
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Al Picketts has a garlic business to help other market gardeners with their business.

Garlic Research: Garlic Performance - 2016 Harvest
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The comparative evaluation of 28 cultivars showed some surprising results with the
Artichoke Group once again overall the best in a difficult growing year.

A Method for Comparison Tasting of Roasted Garlic

17

Encouraged by Terry Graydon’s tasting potluck, we have produced a simple method
for taste comparison of roasted garlic bulbs.

More Calls and Letters (continued from page 5)

18, 19 & 20

Members share planting questions, offer suggestions and three members
provided crop reports.

Winter on the farm is catch up time, getting those jobs that just don’t
seem to get done in the other busy seasons. This is the time to review
your farm business, amend or adjust your Business Plan, do other
needed paperwork, carry out maintenance and repairs on farm
equipment and do dozens of little things. Build some of those gadgets or
other items needed to plant, weed, harvest or cure your garlic. You’ll be
glad you did when next summer rolls around.
Oh, yes, and don’t forget to take that winter vacation, even if it means
hiring someone to feed and water the animals.
Our NEW Email Address: garlicnews@kingston.net
Chinese Proverb: 'Be not afraid of growing slowly, be afraid only of standing still.’
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